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RESETS AT
THE TREEHOUSE
SAN JOSE DEL CABO

YOUR RESET
SANCTUARY
Located on the sacred land of the Yumano
and subsequent Pericu indigenous tribes of
Baja California Sur. The Acre Treeshouse
Hotel of San Jose del Cabo is situated on a
oasis of 25 acres and features an organic
farm and animal sanctuary. It has an award
winning restaurant and is famous for its
mezcal cultivation. This is the perfect
boutique sanctuary to enjoy your Reset.

WELLBEING IS THE
NEW LUXURY
The definition of luxury is changing. Most of us have
come to understand that money can not buy health,
happiness, or peace of mind. With this in mind we
have sourced an authentic space for a private selfcare 1:1 RESET. Here you will find crystal gridding,
sacred geometry, salt lamps, aromatherapy
products, bamboo loo paper and living water. The
space benefits from regular dowsing. Frankincense
fills the air and Angel tuning forks frequency the
space.
Enjoy the high vibrations.

SELF CARE
There are so many simply - yet profound - things
we can do to support our own illuminated journey.
We can heal ourselves from the inside out. It is
joyful to learn and practice the art of self-healing
and prioritize self-care. We create bespoke
programs to serve your self-care. Rest and
massage are as important as activity and study. Its
all about creating balance and not taking
ourselves too seriously.

FOOD AS MEDICINE
Food is sacred medicine. From the sourcing, to
prayers while cooking, and the presentation of
our creations, food brings healing to ourselves
and others. The ingredients of joy and love are
the less tangible but essential elements of
food preparation & eating. Learn a new way of
farm to table cooking, eating and living.
A biofeedback Zyto scan uses your voice to
create a nutritional whole-foods profile and we
build your menus from there. Eating exactly
what your body needs is easier than you think.

SACRED CEREMONY
Infusing our lives with sacredness offers us a
daily opportunity to truly celebrate this
precious life we have been given. Appreciation
fuels happiness. Giving thanks to ourselves,
our lineage and the great mother earth,
reminds us of our own sacredness.
We offer cacao, plant and fire ceremonies as
part of our RESET programs.

DAILY RITUALS
INCLUSIVE
Guerrero Negro Baja salt shower scrubs
Biofeedback food scan & all meals
Tibetan Purification breath daily
Kundalini yoga daily
Hot Stone or Somatic Mayan Massage
Choose One: plant, cacao or fire ceremony
Vortexed living spring water

Investment
Your investment of $7000 includes all
accommodation, including taxes, all
meals & juices, including gratuity, one
massage daily, one ceremony of choice,
all of the above rituals, a Sea of Cortes
beach outing and transfers to and from
San Jose del Cabo airport.

BESPOKE RESET
EXTRAS

Breathmastery training
Creative writing class
Crystal bowl sound healing
Crystal scrying
Culinary Privates
Emotional Freedom Technique
with Ho'oponopono
Essential Oil Formulation
Holy Fire Reiki
Salsa Dance Private
Womb Healing

SAMPLE RESET

DAY 1

Arrival, Food Scan, Massage, Dinner,
Take rest.

DAY 2

Tibetan breath, yoga, breakfast, rest. Pick
your lunch, Baja salt shower scrub, massage,
rest. Mezcal & honey tasting. Dinner. Take
rest.

DAY 3

Tibetan breath, yoga, breakfast, rest. Pick
your lunch, Baja salt shower scrub, massage ,
rest. Plant Ceremony, Dinner. Take rest.

DAY 4

Tibetan breath, yoga, breakfast, rest. Sea of
Cortez picnic lunch, Massage. Dinner. Take
rest.

DAY 5

Tibetan breath, yoga, breakfast, rest. Culinary
private,
Baja salt showerStrategies
scrub, massage,
Client
rest.
Chef'sRetention
dinner, Take rest.

DAY 6

Tibetan breath, yoga, breakfast, rest.
Massage. Departure.

Additionals
Airfares incl taxes, Alcoholic
beverages, Bespoke extras, Covid
tests, Travel insurance, Tourist
visas and Home city airport
Transfers are your responsibility.

ABOUT
THE TREEHOUSE
RESETS

Founded in 2016 The Treehouse, Bel Air is Los
Angeles only plant based retreat space.
An award winning eco-luxe sanctuary,
recognized by the TripAdvisor Travelers Choice
Awards
and Luxe Life magazine's as
California's top eco boutique hotel.
The Treehouse benefits from owner Hedda
Leonardi's 30 years as a global media strategist
for luxury hotel brands and 40 years in wellness.
A journalist, documentary film maker, plantbased chef, Kundalini yoga teacher and student
of Tibetan Buddhism, Hedda infuses all teaching
& programs with her irreverent love for life.
The RESETS created by The Treehouse and its
beloved Shakti Squad are down-to-earth,
practical, fully engaging & deeply enkoyable.

THE TREEHOUSE
SHAKTI SQUAD
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CONNECT
Our bodies know the truth. We have all the
answers inside of us. Our RESET connects you
back to yourself.
We look forward to sharing the best of ancient
wisdom and modern technologies to reempower and re-connect you to your own
Majesty.
EMAIL: greetings@thebelairtreehouse.com
WHATSAPP: + 1 310 567-9132

there is the Knower who
experiences everything
there is the Presence
dancing everywhere
there is the Lover who
embraces us all
i am one with that Light
i am one with that Power
i am one with that Love
LOREN ROCHE - THE RADIANCE SUTRAS
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